Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud is a fully managed cloud-based platform for data transformation, integration, replication and governance. It provides seamless batch and real-time data movement among cloud and on-premises data sources, maintaining data consistency with fault tolerance and resiliency. Use Data Integration Platform Cloud with to connect to data sources and prepare, transform, replicate, govern or monitor data. Create dashboards to profile and audit data for data integrity. Setup policies to receive notifications and manage all your data sources from a single platform. Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud provides a comprehensive cloud-based solution for all of your data integration and data governance needs.

**A Unified Data Integration Platform Built For Cloud**

Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud (DIPC) simplifies and accelerates the delivery of your data integration projects by seamlessly working with on-premises and cloud data sources and supporting data of any shape or format. DIPC is easy to provision and use through simplified provisioning, management and administration features and functionality.

With Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud, you can easily and quickly:
- Access and manipulate hundreds of data sources
• Eliminate downtime
• Perform cloud onboarding
• Extract, load, and transform (ELT) data entities
• Replicate selected data sources
• Offers real-time actionable business insight on streaming data
• Trust your data by maintaining and governing data quality with prebuilt processes
• Simplify IT and provide self-service for the business
• Be more agile and react faster than your competition

Complete: Everything You Need for Data Integration and Data Governance

Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud delivers the industry’s most comprehensive data integration solution in the cloud, providing all the capabilities you expect as well as new ways to capitalize and innovate on your organization’s data:

• Service fully managed by Oracle on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
• Transfer entire data sources to a new Oracle Database Cloud deployment. Access cloud databases easily from the platform then transform and cleanse your data
• Stream data in real-time to new data sources and keep any number of data sources synchronized. Divide the load among the synchronized data sources and make them highly available to your end users
• Process and analyze large scale real-time information by using sophisticated correlation patterns, enrichment, and machine learning. Provide real-time actionable business insight on streaming data and automates action to drive today’s agile businesses
• Harness the power of the underlying data management system and reduce the amount of data moved over the network with best of breed pushdown ELT capabilities
  • Load data into cloud deployments such as Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse, Oracle Database Cloud, Oracle Big Data Cloud, or third-party Clouds and then, create transformations that will execute where the data resides
  • Perform reusable ETL/ELT functions in a simple, drag-and-drop user interface while leveraging templates and increase the productivity of your team members
• Power real-time data access, delivery and streaming with market-leading Data Replication functionality to
  • Create real-time test environments—Perform all reporting and data analytics in the cloud, on replicated data sources, keeping your main data sources highly available to customers
  • Migrate data with zero downtime—Add new applications to existing environments. With synchronized data sources available, users of existing applications experience no downtime
  • Perform a seamless disaster recovery—In case of emergency, experience seamless disaster recovery using synchronized data sources
• Achieve maximum value from your business-critical applications by delivering fit-for-purpose data. Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud enables individuals and collaborative teams to quickly and easily identify and resolve any problems in underlying data
Three Editions to Suit Any of Your Business Needs

Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud is available in three Editions:

- **Standard Edition**—With an intuitive web dashboard and service home, perform bulk data movement and transformations. Administer, monitor, and enhance with basic governance. Standard edition also includes basic data profiling.

- **Enterprise Edition**—Access all Big Data technologies and data replication capabilities to create powerful multi-directional real-time Data Integration solutions. Stream database transactions, ETL and complex transformations. Enhance with streaming analytics. All Standard edition features are also included.

- **Governance Edition**—Profile, cleanse and govern your data sources with customized dashboards in this most advanced edition. Provide true compliance, audit and case management. All Enterprise edition features are also included.

**CONTACT US**

For more information about Oracle Data Integration Platform Cloud, visit http://cloud.oracle.com/data-integration-platform or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative.
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